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Fedri consultancy Services is a Service and
Consulting Company for the development of
Information Technology. We’re satisfying our clients
by fulfilling their requirements from last 7 years by
giving the outstanding performance in Designing and
development of the Websites, Software’s and Mobile
Applications. We’ve got the great teams of experts
with huge experience in understanding the user and
search engine needs

We have experts in many computer languages and we’re assigning them as per the
requirements. We have huge experience in understanding the requirement of
Domestic and Commercial projects. We work in many ranges of technologies and
we’re capable of doing all of your IT requirements. Our great support and guarantees
of the application will never let you face any problem even after the project hand over.
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Upon assigning the project, our clients have many benefits to check the status of the
progress. All the progress tracking can be done with a single “Unique ID” which they
have to enter on our website and they’ll get all the details of the progress.
As we have global clients, we made many advanced options in our website to make them
aware of the job we’re doing. They can view all the details of the projects starting from the
bidding till the handover including the payment information.
We have all digitally signed documents for the projects. Our clients can authenticate any
documents using with only one “Unique ID”. Once the project completes, they have the
option to rate our services which appear to our website visitors. Thanks for our experts
who made a very easy platform to satisfy our clients.
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Design and Development of Websites
Design and Development of Software
Design and Development Mobile Apps
Website Management and Maintenance
Registration and Hosting of Website
Search Engine Optimization
Trainings and Guidance
Consulting Services

The websites we made is coded by us from the
scrap and our codes are written in a highly
professional and understandable way. We work
for almost all web based application, databasedriven systems, mapping and geo-spatial
applications, and large content managed websites.
Our designed websites are highly professional,
secure and user friendly. We know how to make
your business visible in the global market. We’re
so experience in designing the website; just we
need the company profile to complete the job.
We work for both the available types of website called Static and Dynamic. We develop
full responsive website which will work on all the screen size like Mobile, Tablets or the
Computer Screen. We always update our self to use the latest framework to develop the
responsive layout. We develop Multilanguage website which a user can switch as per
their understanding.
We develop many huge database website which had many different rules for every
admins. Our design websites are very easy to understand for any skilled person. Once we
develop, we trained our clients to use the website and we’re always there to support
them for any queries.
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From the past few years when we starts for
windows based application, we have reached to
the top in satisfying the clients in developing the
software for their official purposes. We build all
types of windows based application required for
your business purpose. We than guide and trained
the employees to use the application.
Our every software will be thoroughly tested by our software tester to check for any
bugs in it. Once its confirm the application is bugs free, we’ll present to client for
review.
Our software’s are highly professional and very user friendly. We have great team to
understand the requirement of your business to build the application. We develop
the application to use in a single system or multiple systems using the available
connection.
Not even this, we’ll setup and train the clients to use our application and to use the
supporting database. Plus, we’re providing them one years of free maintenance for
any of our product they use.

The necessary of the Mobile Apps are increasing
as most of the user want to access their website,
application using mobile or tablets. We develop
Apps for Android and IOS as per your
requirement. Our applications are very light in
size, easy to access, lower consumption of battery
and internet. We’ll make the apps and upload in
the respective store either google play or IOS
store.
Our mobile application connects your backend database of the business to mobile. It
will connect seamlessly so the user comfortable accessing your information.
We develop user friendly mobile application which will be available to tablets and
iPad as well.
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The major requirement of any website is to
maintain after the development. Our maintenance
covers many benefits and experts advices. We’ll
manage all the load of the website and we’ll
update it as per the client’s requirements. We
maintain both Static and Dynamic website.

Maintenance of the website also contains the Email management where we’ll handle all
the company mailing issues. Not only this, it’s also containing the management of the
Server, for any issue relates to bandwidth or server shutdown.
Our team knows how to handle the website professionally and how to modify the codes
of the existing website.
.
The initial step to make your business visible
globally is to assign a website name to it called the
Domain Name and the place where your website
files stored is called the Hosting Server. Whenever
we buy the domain name or host the website file,
we only consider the world top server from where
you can get the friendly support even if you deal
with them personally.
Upon handover the website, we are not only providing the Cpanel Authentication but
we’re also giving away the higher admin Authentication. By using the higher admin
credentials, you can provide to any of your developer to future updates if you don’t want
to carry with us.
We’re always supporting you for any queries you have. You can consult any of our
support team for any query you have. We’re always happy to answer you.
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The only way user search your business is using
the Search Engine and 90% of the user never go to
the second page to search for their requirement.
You’re website will only appear in the first page if
it’s having enough Rank and our experts know
how to make you’re website to appear on the first
page.
It’s a continuous process to hold your business on the first page and we’ll take the entire
headache to achieve this. We’re making the best keyword matching to your website in
your locality and optimizing it to appear on the first page. This improves the traffic on
your website for genuine buyer and also gives the opportunity for you to do the better
business .
We have many techniques to make your website on the first page. Let our experts to do
it.
.

We’re providing corporate training for our
software’s and guiding if it’s required any
supports. Also, we’re training the basis computer
skills and languages to the companies which are
essentials to carry out the office job using
computers. Upon every updates of the software,
we’ll provide the training and documents to use
our applications. Our training professional knows
how to response to the queries of the attendees.

Our faculties have the experience in teaching the computer skills. We provide the notes
for the guidance and also we our supports is with you if you have any queries.
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If you don’t have any idea how to develop
specification for the Software or the website for your
business, we’re proving our professional consulting
services. Our experts will review your business on a
frequent basis and will make the specification for
your requirement.

You just have to assign a contractor to achieve this task or can issue a tender. Our entire
requirement is as per the international standards. We’ll provide all the details and
provide the support to the contractors if they have any queries.
Upon the completion of the progress after the assigning the job, our team will review
their codes and the quality of the job. All the revision will be done by us and you’ll see
the completed project at the first time.
You’ll simply love our quality of design, development and the services.

Visit our Website for more details
Thanks You
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